WIZARD OF OZ CASTING BREAKDOWN

ADULT CASTING

Auntie Em  
Dorothy's Aunt and Henry's wife. A typical midwestern farm worker, her main concern is the upkeep of her farm. Doubles as Glinda the Good Witch of the North. Ethereal, whimsical, comedic.

Elmira Gulch  
The Gale's mean neighbor who threatens to impound Dorothy's cherished dog Toto. Doubles as The Wicked Witch of the West, who is bent on revenge over the death of her sister the Wicked Witch of the East. Non-singing role.

Hunk  
A midwestern farm hand. Doubles as the Scarecrow, a kind and clumsy corn field fixture who joins Dorothy to get a brain from the Wizard. Physically versatile comedic actor.

Zeke  
A midewestern farmhand. Doubles as the Cowardly Lion, a beast of the forest, venturing to Oz to get courage from the Wizard. Physically versatile comedic actor

Hickory  
A midwestern farmhand. Doubles as the Tinman, a mechanical man that believes he does not have a heart. Wide eyed and gentle, he joins Dorothy on her quest to meet the Wizard

Uncle Henry  
A Kansas farmer and Dorothy's Uncle. Doubles as the Emerald City Guard.

Professor Marvel  
A well meaning fortune teller and charlatan that persuades Dorothy to head home before the Tornado comes. Doubles as the Wizard of Oz. Non-singing role

YOUTH CASTING

Dorothy Gale  
12-17 years old, dreams of leaving her Kansas farm. After her journey through Oz she discovers that home is where the heart is.

Youth Ensemble  
8-12 years old and under 5 feet tall. To play Munchkins, Ozians, Jitterbugs, Poppies and others.

*All youth roles will be double cast, with casts alternating performances